


Listen to a professional athlete, actor, leader and they will often 
say a key to their success is found in their focus.  
I believe what is true in the practical is clearly seen in the spir-
itual. The gospels noted on a few occasions how Jesus focused 
His direction and “set Himself to go to Jerusalem…” 

The following are a couple focus points that I keep before me, 
especially in these times: 

 
 Focus on EVIDENCES of God’s PRESENCE rather than 

what may seem as EVIDENCES of His ABSENCE.  
 
 Focus on God as the source of your life, rather than 

random circumstances. 
 
 Focus on what you have rather than what you don’t 

have. 
 
 Focus on what you know, not the things that bring 

doubt. 

“…in those days shall my disciples fast.”  Mark 2:20 
 
I apologize for the devotional lateness.  They will be arriving in the  
morning in the days and weeks following.  The following is another part 
to understanding fasting on this 40-Day prayer journey.    
  
The following is a great question I received about fasting. “Pt, Ideally, 
what will the fast look like? What should I be/not be doing? Was I  
supposed to start on Day 1 or wait until you send info with specific  
instructions regarding the fast?”  Thanks! 
  
You can start your fast any time, any day and in numerous ways as noted 
below.  During our 40 Day prayer and fast journey, we are not suggesting 
a 40 day fast but here are some examples of things I’ll be doing.  You are 
free to fashion your fast as you see fit and sense the Lord leading you: 
 
1. Setting up days where it will be a 24 hour fast from all food [not 

water or juice]  I’ll focus on prayer and reading God’s Word when I’d 
usually eat. 

2. No candy or sweets for a week…whenever I get a craving for  
something sweet, I’ll say NO to that and YES to praying for  
something from the devotional prayer point I send out. 

3. Some days I’ll fast from TV and during those normal viewing times 
I’ll pray prayer points from this devotional, read the Word or  
Christian readings, worship to music.  I’ll mix it up to keep it fresh 
and different. 

4. I won’t fast from something every day but at least ¾ of the days I’ll 
likely fast from something so I focus on God things during that time. 

5. Every day I’ll focus more on the Word and prayer for the things from 
the devotionals [which will be coming out in the morning].  

 
Two parts to fasting:   
1. GIVING up = Give up something from your regular schedule (food 

or other identified activity). 
2. ADDING to = This can add more time, energy and focus to prayer, 

seeking God and His Word, to hear from Him.  
 
Purpose here to fast is to hear God’s voice, to seek what He has for our 
nation, these elections and the church. The focus isn’t to simply seek 
something[s] but to SEEK AFTER GOD.   
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I invite you to join me in this journey.  Find what will work best for you on 
your journey.  Whatever you do, enter into it based on a relationship with 
Jesus not a religious activity.  




